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Peggy Misch – Thank You, We Love You! under the Chapel Hill Police Department left from decades
-Lucy Lewis
In May. long-time WILPF member Peggy Misch moved to
Easthampton MA to be closer to her family. Peggy is an
indomitable freedom fighter
who tirelessly stands up,
especially for significant
issues that she thinks are
overlooked by mainstream
movements. Her political
activism in our community
began when she ran for the
Chapel Hill-Carrboro School
Board in 1971, based on her concern about the paternalistic
ways that desegregation was being carried out in the school
system. It’s impossible to do justice to all she accomplished
in the decades since. A few of her key activities included
helping to establish Orange County Peace Action, OC Bill of
Rights Defense Committee, and North Carolina Stop Torture
Now, where she helped create the NC Commission of Inquiry
on Torture; she was also deeply involved in working for
justice and peace for Palestine. Before leaving, Peggy was
honored at the Community Church of Chapel Hill UU where
she was a long-time member; the number of elected officials
and community leaders who spoke were a testament to the
tremendous impact she has had in our community over the
years. She will be sorely missed (although her continuing
email prompts alert us to important issues)!

ago. Native American Jason Crazy Bear Keck offered a water
ceremony demonstrating that all life is bound together; our
families are intertwined with the animals that cross here, the
plants that hold our soil, the soil which nourishes all life, the
watershed from which we drink. For more info go to

bolincreek.org and worldwaterday.org
Three members - John Wagner, Lib Hutchby and Margaret
Herring -attended a Climate Reality training in Atlanta, GA,
March 14-16. It was co-sponsored by the Poor People’s
Campaign and attended by 2,000 international activists. The
event’s purpose was to train organizers about the
catastrophic effects of climate change. A highlight was Al
Gore’s 2-hour slide show portraying the science behind
climate change and the devastating effects of floods, drought
and fires in parts of the world that US media often neglects.
Rev. William Barber spoke about why environmental
devastation is one of the five pillars of the Poor People’s
Campaign.
On Dec 3, 2018 approximately 20 local community members
and volunteers dedicated to protecting NC waterways from

Environmental Justice Struggles Intensify - Emily Keel and John Wagner
WILPF has been very involved in multiple environmental
actions in the past several months, a few are detailed below.
Triangle WILPF organized a
celebration of UN World Water
Day on March 23, led by Lib
Hutchby, with participation by
Friends of Bolin Creek and Raging
Grannies.
Bolin Creek at
Umstead Park in Chapel Hill flows
into Jordan Lake, a water supply
source for all of us. The creek has
been listed as “impaired” by the
state principally due to factors
associated with urbanization.
Along the creek, multiple presenters addressed concerns on
riparian protection and impact on wildlife and plant species;
the final talk addressed the coal ash deposit discovered
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the Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP) gathered in Nash County
where the pipe is to make one of the hundreds of
underwater crossings. Participants included Lib Hutchby,
Chris Carlson, Liz Evans, Margaret Herring, Emily O'Hare,
Emily Keel, John Wagner. A launching ceremony included
songs by the Raging Grannies honoring the water, readings,
and stories about our links to the waterways. Three boats
were launched and floated to the area near where the
pipeline is slated to cross the river. They were met by two
men who appeared to be security on the waterfront at the
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site while a security drone circled overhead.

“Cookie” Bradley, McDonald’s workers, community, faith and
Our connection to the water and the life it supports fuels our union allies; SEIU President Mary Kay Henry; Rev. Barber;
devotion to fighting this pipeline through our state and other presidential candidate Julian Castro.
states north of us. As of this June there have been
2)
WILPF
continuous court battles delaying the progress of the ACP in
members
the four affected states; cost estimates for completion have
and Raging
soared to $7 billion. However, renewed tree-cutting,
Grannies,
bulldozing, excavation and river crossings is due to begin
working with
again in early fall. This fracked-gas pipeline will lock NC into
our Triangle
decades of increased fossil fuel burning when the global
Friends
of
climate is already in a serious crisis. We need to stop all new
Farmworkers
pipeline construction!
(TFF), Church
Women
Please come to Gaston, NC on June 29th (see below) and
United and
watch for additional actions to oppose the ACP. There will
the
National
Farmworkers
Ministry,
have
been
central
probably be 2 short marches – one by NC residents starting
figures
in
Chapel
Hill
and
Durham
pickets
supporting
the
from just south of the NC-VA state line, and another sister
march from VA residents coming from just north of there. A Farm Labor Organizing Committee’s (FLOC) Campaign to
Stop the Pipeline rally will be held when the 2 marches boycott Circle K stations, demanding they remove Reynolds
Tobacco’s very profitable VUSE E-cigarette until Reynolds
converge at the state line.
agreed to sit down with FLOC, recognize the Union and
Upcoming Water and Climate Events
th
June 11 – Faith, Science & Climate Solutions, 7-9 PM, 1801 negotiate a decent contract for its farm laborers. Go to
Hillsborough St., Pullen Memorial Baptist Church, Raleigh FLOC.com for petitions you can sign/circulate and other ways
27605. Rev. Susan Hendershot, IPL President and Ken to support FLOC. Email Dave Austin, TFF coordinator
(daustin@mindspring.com) to be included in TFF list-serv.
Kimmell, Union of Concerned Scientists President.
3) Our WILPF Branch supports the Immokalee Workers in
Florida who were here in March to demand Wendy’s
participate in the Fair Food Program that fights for better
wages and working conditions - see boycott-Wendy’s.org.
UNC-CH students are organizing the campus boycott
campaign and we plan to support them with a CarrboroJuly 1st – Last day to submit public comments to the EPA on based Wendy’s solidarity vigil and boycott. We join our
planned easing of restrictions on the disposal of fracking support for the farmworkers with the same demands - that
wastewater.
Submit comments to oil-and-gas- Wendy’s also pay its store workers a living wage.
study@epa.gov. Information about the planned regulations
4) We are joining with the AFL-CIO and our progressive state
can be found at: https://www.epa.gov/eg/study-oil-andlegislators who are pushing for NC to legislate a living wage
gas-extraction-wastewater-management
for all private sector workers- the same benefits that our
state workers recently won.
SAVE the DATE – September 20th, 2019
June 29th - Poor People’s Campaign, ~11-3, Rev. William
Barber will be speaking at the Cool Springs Community
Center, Gaston, Northampton County on Environmental
Justice Issues including: the ACP, ACP Compressor Station,
Enviva wood pellet plant, and Vista Green coal ash dump.

Please clear your calendar for the Global Climate Strike on 5) WILPF members joined teachers, parents, students and
September 20th. There will be multiple actions for that week, allies when they marched on May Day for better funding for
but all business-as-usual needs to STOP for September 20th.
public schools and higher wages for the entire teaching and
support staff. And WILPF stood with the AFL-CIO on Workers
Worker Justice and the Right to Organize
Memorial Day to challenge the failure of the State
- Miriam Thompson, Branch Labor Committee Chair
Department of Labor to protect workers’ safety in the
WILPF Triangle branch members have engaged in critical workplace. We commemorated the deaths of over 150
solidarity actions including:
workers who would still be with us if the DOL was more
1) We have supported the RaiseUpfor$15 efforts to force aggressive in punishing corporations that deny safe working
fast food corporate giants like McDonald’s to pay workers a conditions for their workers. Go to the AFL-CIO.org website
living wage, investigate and prevent sexual harassment to keep abreast of workers struggles for justice - locally and
complaints, and not interfere with the workers’ efforts to nationally. Be sure to check our Branch bi-weekly calendar
organize into a union. The latest event was on national
for actions/updates and our WILPF Triangle Facebook posts.
protest day May 23 when WILPF members Lori Hoyt and
Miriam Thompson joined rank-and-file labor leader Bertha
2
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Resisting Racism in Our Community
- Emily Keel

Our Dirty Open Secret: Torture is US
Policy- Christina Cowger, co-founder NC Stop Torture Now

Chapel Hill and UNC continue to be faced with racist
intrusions surrounding the former presence of the campus
monument honoring Confederate soldiers, toppled by
energized crowds in 2018. White supremacy groups have
since continued to rally on campus; they have been met with
resistance tactics from anti-racist student groups. WILPF
members have attended numerous rallies and offered
frequent court support. Most of the 25 or more anti-racist
protestors who have been arrested have been acquitted but
some still await trials. The great majority of students
acquitted thus far continue to be prohibited from being in
the area where they monument stood.

Ed Note: Christina Cowger was the keynote speaker for
Memorial Day, May 27, sponsored by the Orange County
Peace Coalition, of which WILPF is a member, and Veterans
for Peace, to a large crowd at the Chapel Hill Public Library.
The following is an article, edited for reasons of space,
generously submitted by Ms. Cowger.
Torture has become a
de facto weapon in the
US' arsenal for its
forever war, the "global
war on terror." Torture
is nothing new in US
history -- it was used
extensively on African
Americans
during
slavery and later during
lynchings.
But the
adoption of torture as
permitted conduct by
the US government is a break with the post-WWII global
consensus, led by the US.

In March, a group of
white
supremacists
entered campus with at
least one armed with a
visible handgun even
after just having been
informed
of
that
illegality by Chapel Hill
police.
UNC police
asked them to leave
with a handshake and
warning. There was no
campus-wide
announcement of an
armed threat and no
action
for
having
violated NC law. A protest rally soon after was organized by
the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP branch; speakers included
CH-Cbro NAACP President Anna Richards, State NAACP
President T. Anthony Spearman, and others from the
community. Emily Keel, WILPF member, spoke in support of
students who are carrying the weight of exposing the white
supremacists in our community.
In April, students left class to protest the brutal actions used
by UNC police against anti-racist activists. A rally on the
steps of Wilson Library supported speakers who related the
physical and emotional harm caused by police. Raging
Grannies, including WILPF members Chris Carlson, Liz Evans,
and Ruth Zalph sang.

From 2001 to 2008, the US abducted and imprisoned
thousands of people, some on the battlefields it created in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and others snatched from city streets
in Asia, Africa, and Europe. A few were involved in the 9/11
plot or other terrorist activity. But most had no connection
to terrorism. Over 119 of them were held secretly and
tortured by the CIA itself in its 10 secret prisons around the
world. Dozens of others were secretly handed over for
interrogation by foreign proxies known for the torture of
prisoners. The only thing all these prisoners had in common
was that they were Muslims, and thus could be painted as
terrorists by US officials and the media.
Through this process, North Carolina played a crucial
role. Our airports hosted Aero Contractors, a CIA front
company that ferried nearly a third of the 119 prisoners held
in CIA black sites and at least 15 of those rendered for
torture in foreign custody. Aero, which is still based at the
Johnston County Airport, used the Kinston Global TransPark,
which is run by the State of North Carolina. Aero's role in
torture has never been acknowledged by local or state
leaders, and for all we know, it may be continuing to assist
the CIA in violating human rights. To date, there has been no
official acknowledgement that the US committed gross
violations of torture, no apology and no redress for the
victims. Impunity for torture has become a bipartisan
policy. That in turn has heavily influenced public opinion
toward acceptance of torture.

The UNC Board of Governors’ chair, UNC-CH chancellor and
UNC president have all expressed their belief that the
Confederate monument should not be replaced on campus.
To further ensure that we are progressing in ridding our
campus and community of white supremacy symbols, please
continue to write/call interim Chancellor Guskiewicz at
chancellor@unc.edu/919-962-1365.
Contact the UNC
system Board of Governors, public@bog.northcarolina.edu . However, from the outset, there has been resistance to the
US torture program by officials within our as well as officers
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on the battlefield. Resistance by US civilians has taken many
forms. Lawsuits have been brought on behalf of the CIA's
victims; people of faith have organized under the banner of
the National Religious Campaign Against Torture. The Senate
Intelligence Committee partially released its report on CIA
torture in 2014, although that report has been largely
buried.
The misuse of NC by the CIA has been resisted continuously
since 2005. Thousands of North Carolinians have signed
petitions, sent postcards and emails, made phone calls, and
attended vigils. State legislators have introduced two bills to
encourage investigation by top law enforcement
officials. Carrboro, Chapel Hill, Durham, and Orange County
have issued proclamations and resolutions. A two-year
investigation by the non-governmental NC Commission of
Inquiry on Torture included public hearings and led to the
2018 publication of a ground-breaking report, "Torture
Flights."

Actions and a Challenge- Miriam Thompson,
Co-Convener, Abrahamic Initiative on the Middle East (AIME)
On May 15, Palestinians commemorated the 71st
anniversary of NAKBA, when in 1948 the Israeli State was
born. Close to one million Palestinians were dispossessed
from their land. Since its founding, the Israeli
occupation/colonization has worsened the carnage. Now the
Israeli government with the support of the Trump
Administration seeks to turn occupied/colonized land into
the property of a Jewish State that has been called "ethnic
cleansing" by faith and human rights leaders around the
globe. None of us can remain silent as life in Gaza is being
destroyed by Israel's overwhelming military force, as more
and more Palestinian lands are being expropriated, as Israel's
embargo crushes Gaza's economy, as Palestinian protests are
met with Israeli sniper fire, as Palestinian children are being
arrested, detained, tortured and prosecuted in Israel's
military prison and court system.

Recently, an important report was released by the UNC
School of Law's Human Rights Policy Lab. Titled “Report on
Reparations for Victims of Extraordinary Rendition and
Torture", the report discusses why NC is obligated to provide
reparations to NC-connected survivors of US torture. , and
what meaningful reparations would look like. The report will
be provided to the United Nations, and it bolsters our call on
Governor Cooper and Attorney General Stein for action.
What You Can Do
Aero Contractors, the CIA front company in Johnston County,
may still be engaged in detainee abuse. You can help North
Carolina resolve its rendition-to-torture problem:
1) Thank Reps. Verla Insko, Graig Meyer, Pricey Harrison, and
their 18 co-sponsors for H740, a bill that would empower the
North Carolina Attorney General to investigate Aero
Contractors' role in flying "torture taxis" based at NC
airports. H740 is titled "Ending NC's Involvement in
Torture."
2) Join NC Stop Torture Now, the NC Council of Churches,
and peace groups at a vigil at the Governor's Mansion on
June 26. June is Torture Awareness Month and June 26 is
the UN's International Day in Support of Victims of
Torture. North Carolinians are calling on Gov. Cooper to
acknowledge how the CIA has used NC in its illegal and
immoral program of detention and torture. Details TBA.
3) Let Rep. David Price know you want him to act to end NC’s
role in CIA rendition and torture. For example, we hope Rep.
Price will read the executive summary of the report by the
NC Commission of Inquiry on Torture into the Congressional
Record on June 26. Contact Rep. Price here.
4) Download a petition or sample letter to Governor Cooper
and Attorney General Stein here. Ask them to stop North
Carolina from hosting torture taxis.
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1)Call Congress Members Price or Butterfield to support the
Promoting Human Rights for Palestinian Children Living
Under Israeli Military Occupation - House Bill 2407 that
would prohibit U.S. funding to any country, including Israel,
that detains, tortures and prosecutes children in its military
prison and court system. 500-700 Palestinian children are
arrested each year without charges. Call Cong. Price (919)
859-5999 or Call Cong. BUTTERFIELD (919) 908-0164; also ask
both Congress members to support Congress member
Rashida Tlaib's planned trip to Palestine in August.
2) Demand More Venues to expose the Israeli Occupation’s
death, detention, dispossession and carnage visited upon
Palestine. Support the historic UNC/Duke-sponsored March
22-24 Conference that opened a dialogue around how to
secure a livable future for Gaza, Email UNC-CH Interim
Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz at chancellor.unc.edu, Duke
President Vincent Price, president.duke.edu. Ask them to
stand up in support of the conference organizers and cosponsors, academic freedom and free speech.
3)For more information, go to the AIME website,
www.aimeproject.org. And please join us on the 1st
Thursday of the month when AIME meets from 2-3:30 at the
Church of Reconciliation, 110 Elliot Road, Chapel Hill.
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Reflections on Civil Disobedience and Jail

given a lunch bag, 2 slices of bread, 2 slabs of peanut butter,
a bag of potato chips, and a plastic bag of water, which is
I was arrested on May 21, 2018 in front of Senate President almost impossible to open. I was treated courteously. At one
Phil Berger's office while executing my NC Section 12 point 3 young white girls joined me. We were not
Constitutional Right to Assemble Together, to Consult for the handcuffed.
Common Good, to Instruct my Representatives, and to Apply I was finally taken to the prison clinic to find the male nurse
to the General Assembly for Redress of Grievances. The listening to an inspirational speaker. He was going over my
Sergeant of medical information. A young Caucasian officer was quietly
Arms stood sitting in the room. The nurse asked about my medications
at the door and health and I mentioned that I had three stitches in my lip
not
and had trouble eating. He pulled out a very vanilla health
allowing
drink with an attached straw, which I thanked him for and
me
(or eagerly drank. This was the perfect opportunity to ask if they
anyone) in knew the reason for my arrest, which they did not. I read
the office what I said to the judge about the evils of racism & voter
to consult suppression and my desire to go to jail and the emotional
with Sen. energy in that clinic was palpable. The black male and the
Berger or white female's eyes welled up with tears as we shook hands.
any staff member. My issue was systemic racism, and voting They both thanked me over and over for my witness and said
rights, and the legislatures actions restricting black people I had changed their lives. I'll never forget my visit to the
from voting. I believe that Racism is immoral and tears at nurse.
the very fiber of our democracy and must be resisted at all
costs. My message to the most powerful state senator was: With his help I was placed on the Diabetic floor so I could get
"I have rights and privileges awarded me every day NOT on my thyroid medicine before breakfast. This was a very large
my achievements, but solely by the color of my skin” and as a area with many rooms and all female inmates. I had the
Quaker, I will resort to all Non-Violent actions until all people opportunity to speak to two women guards, one a young,
of every color and sexual orientation share these very rights black, hijab wearing Muslim woman from Somalia and the
and privileges. CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE to NOTH CAROLINA LAW other a white woman. My age made all wonder my reason
for being there. I briefly explained my arrest and both
is CIVIL OBEDIENCE TO MY GOD.
guards thanked me many times. What better way to be a
My attorney, John Mc William said that I plead guilty and force for reconciliation and change? I am extremely happy I
seek active Jail Time. The judge was against sending me to took this route.
jail even after the District Attorney said I had a long arrest
record and would continue my resistance. My attorney My Lai Memorial Exhibit – No More Wars!
consulted me, and I said I wanted active jail time. At this - Lucy Lewis
point, the judge said that in 4 decades he had NEVER sent Triangle WILPF was honored to be one of the sponsors for
anyone to jail for Civil Disobedience, however the judge in the powerful My Lai Memorial Exhibit at the Church of the
the next courtroom probably would, so we all went to the
Reconciliation
next courtroom. The judge listened as my attorney stated my
in Chapel Hill
guilty plea, and I desired jail time. I read my statement and
from
March
the judge pronounced me guilty and sentenced me to one
14-16,
one
of
day (less than 20 minutes in his courtroom) in jail and asked
more than a
if I was ready to go right now. "Yes, your Honor” was my
dozen stops
reply and the police officer led me out of the courtroom and
around
the
downstairs, handcuffed, to the paddy wagon and
nation in 2019.
transported to the jail.
The
My
Lai
Memorial
Exhibit
honors
the
Vietnamese
who
I was turned over to a female officer who took all of my
belongings, purse, $21, wristwatch, ring, cell phone, bag of died in their American War. It is a strong response to the
clothes, medicine and presented me with underwear, striped Pentagon’s on-going campaign to commemorate the 50th
prison jumpsuit, orange socks and water shoes, and a Anniversary of the Vietnam War by distorting and sanitizing
receipt. I was then taken to a holding room, concrete bench, our unnecessary, unjust, illegal, and immoral military actions
toilet and sink. There were many holding rooms and for in Vietnam and to promote our Forever Wars today.
hours I went from one place to another. At about two I was

- Ruth Zalph
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The exhibit included 40+ informational panels, video, as well Women United for Justice – Emily Keel
as interactive art making, with space reserved for reflection. WILPF member Amanda Murray addressed the now-annual
The Chapel Hill event included a panel discussion with Mac Women’s March at Halifax Mall in Raleigh on January 26
MacDevitt, Memorial Exhibit organizer and Chicago Veterans
about the
for Peace (VfP); Lucy Lewis, Triangle WILPF; Howie
Fight4HER
Machinger, Full Disclosure Project of VfP; and Doug Ryder,
campaign
NC Triangle VfP (Chapter 157). The following evening there
for which
was also a screening of Sir! No Sir! about the massive GI
she is the
resistance to the Vietnam War, often at great personal peril.
community
As part of its national tour, the exhibit helps participants
organizer.
confront the evils of war and challenges us to work to
Amanda
prevent future wars. For more information, go to
recruited 9
https://mylaimemorial.org/.
UNC
students to
Tax Day Penny Poll – Vote Your Priorities
attend the
-Emily Keel
event in a strong showing for HER. Thousands marched in
the now-annual Women’s March, this year themed Women
United for Justice. Grannie WILPFers Chris Carlson, Lib
Hutchby, Lori Hoyt, Ruth Zalph joined the Grannies in giving a
wonderful performance while Nancy Glover, Mary Jenne,
Emily Keel and Miriam Thompson joined thousands of others
gathered to cheer them and other speakers.
WILPF’s weekly radio show, WILPF’s WAKE-UP CALL at
Carrboro’s community-operated radio station, WCOM 103.5
FM, features social justice newsmakers, elected officials,
and community leader; pictured here is Ruth Zalph
discussing her Poor People’s Campaign civil disobedience.
The show airs every Wednesday at 5-6PM; you can also
livestream www.wcom.org.
Hope you will listen/watch –
and let your friends know
WILPF member Lorna Chafe took the lead in organizing our
too!
annual Penny Poll at Peace and Justice Plaza in Chapel Hill on
The program is also
Tax Day, April 15. Lorna was joined by Larry Chadbourne,
broadcast on The Peoples
Sonia Desai, Lori Hoyt, Emily Keel, Lucy Lewis, Miriam
Channel Tuesdays at noon,
Thompson and Ruth Zalph. Passersby were given 10 pennies
Thursdays at 10pm and
and asked to show how they would like to see their tax
Fridays at 6am– TWC
dollars spent by dropping pennies in jars labeled with federal
Channel 8 in Chapel Hill,
budget categories.
237 people participated, “voting”
TWC Channel 4 in Carrboro
education as the top priority at 29%, health at 23%,
and TWC 18 in Durham.
energy/environment at 20%, housing /community
And good news for those
development at 12%, transportation/infrastructure at 6.5%,
who miss the radio show or television broadcasts - you can
military at 6%, and international affairs at 3.5%. To learn
now view it on YouTube at WILPF Wake Up Call!
more re actual federal priorities and alternative ways these
tax
dollars
could
be
used,
please
go
to: Call Lori Hoyt, Program Coordinator – 984-999-4069 with
suggestions for guests and issues.
https://www.nationalpriorities.org/analysis/2019/tax-day• Crew - Lori Hoyt, host and program coordinator
2019/
• Emily O’Hare, videographer
• Iris Schwitzer, soundboard
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WINTER/SPRING HIGHLIGHTS - TRIANGLE WILPF IN ACTION
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